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FIG. 2

Pump performance map.

pumps are operating in parallel, none of them are likely to operate at optimum flow. Conceivably, then, each is operating with
internal recirculation or cavitation.

MFC - Control of station flow
UIC - Control of recycle (blend)
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FIG. 3

A master controller controls the overall flow to the flow
setpoint.

Comparison with compressor surge. The entire problem

is not too different from surge events in dynamic compression
equipment. Here, too, low-flow avoidance, efficient control and
appropriate load-sharing requirements must be addressed as part
of the system’s design. No two machines operate at precisely the
same internal flow bypass conditions. There are always differences
in piping arrangements, fluid boundary conditions, potentially
different localized temperatures, etc.
Although pressure equalization takes place and causes multiple
units to operate at the same head, they may each operate at a different flow. The pump operating at the lowest flow will hit the
low efficiency boundary (LOB) first. It could be argued that this
LOB is equivalent to a surge line in a dynamic gas compressor. As
the remaining flow is further redistributed between pumps, the
pump at disadvantage regresses further into the zone to the left of
the LOB. It now encounters the flat portion of the performance
curve, where minor changes in system resistance can cause major
flow changes.
Pump controls might benefit from compressor technology
where the familiar load-sharing systems have worked exceedingly
well for years. Measuring the system variables on each pump
and using flow and pump pressure differential as the primary
inputs, the so-called S-variable reflects the distance to individual
LOBs. Unlike compressor systems, there are generally no individual recycle valves. However, a rigorous system analysis will
often lead to recommendations for recycle valves, even if only
for starting up the pump. The measured S-variable will be used
to load-share between units by sending the setpoint to the speed
controllers, and a master controller will control overall flow to the
flow setpoint (Fig. 3).
What can we conclude? Reliability professionals should take

1. High-pressure centrifugal pump systems suffer from problems similar to those experienced in systems and process loops
utilizing centrifugal compressors. This should be a powerful
incentive to apply compressor experience in design of functionally similar pump control systems.
2. Attention must be given to methods that accurately represent the pump performance map in the control equipment. As
with compressor systems, accuracy and stability are of paramount
importance and must be addressed competently.
3. Just as it would be an unquestionable requirement in compressor control system design, a pump control scheme must incorporate relevant decoupling features to suitably address issues of
multiple interacting variables.
4. An optimized pump control system must, therefore, address
the issues relating to load sharing between multiple units, as well as
certain aspects of available or pertinent operating envelopes. HP
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away from our brief overview at least four relevant conclusions:
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